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lighting Your WaY

Get the most from your LED investment, with lighting quality 
that makes a difference for the productivity and safety of 
your employees. Mercmaster LED Low Profile provides a 
broad, evenly distributed pattern that can be tailored in the 
field. This is the one harsh and hazardous location luminaire 
you can specify to meet all your low-mount application 
requirements – without compromise.
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one luminaire for led simplicitY
Choose the right lighting levels for any low-mount application while eliminating spotlight effects 
and dark spots. Mercmaster LED Low Profile luminaires offer a choice of globes and an optional 30° 
reflector to achieve the optimum light distribution for any application.
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• Choose light outputs from 2,500 to 5,000 lumens, with far less power consumed and heat generated  
per lumen. 

• Ensure uniform light distribution without spotlight effects or dark spots in low-mount applications from  
7 to 15 feet. 

• Optimize lighting with a choice of four globes and a 30° angled reflector that can be installed in the field to 
increase beam spread, eliminate glare and redirect light. 

• Mount to existing Mercmaster hoods in minutes, with no additional wiring required. One luminaire can be 
adapted for pendant, ceiling, wall or stanchion applications.

• This compact, low-profile LED luminaire weighs under 10 pounds and never requires relamping. 

• Mercmaster LED Low Profile is robust enough to use in the toughest environments, including refineries, 
chemical plants, processing plants and more.

• Ordinary and hazardous location versions are cULus Listed to UL and CSA standards. 

For more information, contact your local sales 
representative or visit www.appletonelec.com

light Where You need it

Compare these two 3-foot-wide walkways 
with 25° stanchion fixtures mounted every 
15 feet along the side. Fixtures are 7 feet high. 
The competitor’s luminaire produces hot spots 
and shadows along the walkway. Consuming 
only half the power, the Mercmaster LED Low 
Profile with prismatic refractor delivers more 
evenly distributed light, with no hot spots, 
while maintaining more than the desired 5 
foot-candles of light.  Competitor’s Low-Mount LED Mercmaster LED Low Profile


